Abstract. An efficient procedure for the computation of Lis(z) where s < 0 is here presented. We started with Polylogarithm Lis(z) where s < 0. The summation of n s z n is evaluated using a new method. An assumption is made that the power n is multiplied by x where x = 1; then the series is integrated s time in order to cancel the term n s out leaving the term z n . By simply taking the derivative of the result s-times, an expression to evaluate the series arises which include only a constant term and the s th order of derivative of the summation of a simple geometric series. The computation of Lis(z) can then be performed in O(n) operations.
Introduction
The efficient computation of the Polylogarithm is a very important problem in numerical analysis and applied mathematics with a wide range of applications including, just to mention a few, in quantum statistics, the polylogarithm function appears as the closed form of integrals of the Fermi-Dirac distribution and the Bose-Einstein distribution, and is also known as the Fermi-Dirac integral or the Bose-Einstein integral [1] The difficulty of the problem lies essentially in the fact that there is no formula introduced to reduce Li s (z). The only way to compute this function for large numbers is to sum up so many terms which takes much time to compute.
In this paper we present an alternative procedure. The basic idea of the method is to introduce a general formula to reduce Li s (z) where s < 0 by integrating and differentiating the series s-times with respect to an implemented variable x where x = 1, then we computed Li s (z) using the suggested method.
Finally, the numerical implementation of the algorithm follows straightforwardly and is very efficient when compared to the loop method. the s th -order derivative at x = 1 can be computed in O(n) operations.
Derivation of the method
The standard form of the Polylogarithm reads [2] :
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where (k and z ∈ R). We can now state the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose there is an infinite sum
where (k and z ∈ R). Then, this sum can be expressed as :
Proof. we start with the finite sum
The power of z can be multiply by x where x = 1. Then the sum becomes:
Integrating S with respect to x,
Then, by integrating S (s times), the s th integral of S becomes:
Now, by solving b k=1 z kx as a geometric series,
from equations (2.6) and (2.7), it is concluded that :
Now, by applying the fundamental theorem of calculus, it is found that:
Now we go into the case that the series is evaluated between zero and infinity, To determine when S converges, the series S = b k=1 k s z kx is evaluated between zero and infinity. By testing convergence of the function by DAlembert test, lim n→∞ (
S(k) ) has to be found. By solving the limit, (2.10)
And thus, three cases are to be considered. The first case is when |z| = 1 then the sum turns into ∞ k=1 k s which is Riemann zeta function ζ(−s) [3] . The second case is when |z| > 1; the series automatically fails DAlembert test, and consequently, it diverges. The third case is when |z| < 1; it passes DAlembert test because lim k→∞ ( S(k+1) S(k) ) < 1, and so, the series converges. From the previous examination, it is concluded that the series converges if |z| < 1 but it can be computed for more values using analytic continuation [2] . Applying Theorem 1 and equation (2.9) then taking the limit at infinity, the series can be written as:
and from equation (2.1) we conclude that:
Computations
The numerical implementation of the algorithm first requires the computation of the s th order derivative at x = 1, then it multiplied by the term ( 1 ln z ) s and it was computed using central finite difference [5] [4] .
Finally, formula (2.12) makes it possible to take full advantage of the computational efficiency of the the Fast numerical differentiation both in terms of speed of computation and of accuracy [5] . The calculation of the s th order derivative at x = 1 can consequently be accomplished in O(n) operations.
Feasibility and accuracy of the algorithm have been verified by direct comparison of the obtained numerical results with the true Polylogarithm values along with the absolute error are given in Table 1 .
The increment of performances, with respect to the computation of the Polylogarithm, has been verified in terms of speed of computation at (nearly) equality of precision. All accuracies have been determined by comparing the results of the algorithm with the reference values of Li s (z) computed with Mathematica [6] . All the results have confirmed increase of computational speed (O(n)). Such an increase of performances will become even more crucial for numerical analysis and quantum statistics. 
